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Let U, V, . . . , W be vector spaces over a common field F. An element 
u@v@ l @w in U@V@- @I W is called a simple element. An arbitrary 
element of the tensor product is called k-simple if it may be written as a sum of at 
most k simple elements. (The element 0 is considered to be O-simple.) 
A subspace S of the tensor product is calleti k-simple if it has a basis of k -simple 
elements. In this paper we shall study the relat?nship between a(S), the least k for 
which S is k-simple, and cod S. 
Our first result is a triviality, and has very little to do with tensor products. 
Lemma 1. Let S be of codimension k in T = U g V QD l l - QP W. Then a(S) s k + I. 
Proof. Select k simple lements r,s, . . . , t which span a subspace complementary to 
S. Then for any x E T one.may find unique c( n itants cy (I), a(s), . . . , a(t) such that 
7r(x) = x + (Y(t)t -i- a(s)s + . . . + a(t)t E S. Since a projects T onto S, one may 
select a basis for S, consisting of (k + 1).simple lements, from amlong the IIT with 
x simple. 
The next result is a slight improvement on the last. 
Theorem 2, If cod S = k, k > 0, then C(S) G k. 
Proof. We start with the case k = 1. By Lemma 1, we can pick a basis of S to 
consist of elements of form x = u1 @ v1 @ l l l @ w1 + u2 @I v2 @ l 0 l 
wwB “‘@W,ES, vu, OT u@v2@ •QDW~ES Vu, then one of th 
summands for x belongs to S, and since x E S so also does the 
sum of two simple lements belonging to S. Otherwise, I claim I cl 
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U’@Vl% ***@w1 &s. If u’%Lj2% l**@w2&S, we are done. If 
U’QDVZgP •*@w~ES, select U” such that u”@v&~-~wt~S. If 
u”@v&* **@w&S, we are done; if u”@v&*=*@wtES, put u=u’+u” to 
achieve claim. 
With u found, there exist constants a and p such that u1 @ V&P l l @ w1 - 
~U@VlQD •*+JIw~ and uz~v2~*~~~wz-pu~v~(8r*~*(8,wt both belong to S. 
But then 
and all three summands belong to S. 
Now consider the elements y E Vqp* l l QB W such th*at u QP y E S. These form a 
subspace of v’ @I 9 l - QP W of codimension at most one, and induction on the number 
of factors in the tensor product completes the proof for k = I. 
Next we go on to case k > 1. We will prove inductively the stronger statement: If 
S is of codimension k, there exist fixed elements x1 = ul @ vl (8r e* l QP wr, x2 = 
u&3w2@* ’ l @ wz,. . ., &-I= Uk-&Vk-&I* l ’ @ wk+ such that S has a basis of 
elements of the form 
For Iet cod S = k + I, and S” a subspace of codimension k containing S. The 
inductive assumption gives S’ a basis as described just above. Pick an element y of 
this basis which does not belong to S. Taking away from each of the remaining basis 
elements of S’ a suit;.bfe multiple of y gives a basis for S having the asserted 
properties. 
A simple corollary of the above theorem gives the result which initiated our 
interest in this problem. 
~~r~~~ary 3. Let A( l , l ) and B (. ,*) be two bilinear forl?s on U x V such that 
A(u, v) = 0 =j, B(u, v) = 0, Then B is a multiple of A. 
* Lift A ( l , l ) to a linear form on U @ V. The nuli set of the linear form is a 
subspace S of codimension 0 or 1 in U@ V. If the codimension is 0, the result is 
obvious; if cod S = 1, then S has a basis consisting of elements u 18, v for which 
A (u, v) = 0,’ and the result is also obvious. 
For k = 1 or 2, the reader will easily see that the above theorem cannot be 
improved no matter what the field F, even for tensor products of two spaces. I do I 
not kilow the true status of the result for k > 2 if no restriction is placed on the 
number of factors in the tensor duct. In th,e ~~emai~ 
tensor products o 
(sharp in fact) on 
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C(k) is the least integer such that 
116 @V, fdr any U and V, is C(k)-simple. 
any subspace of codimension k in 
. C(k) G C(k + 1). 
f. Let S be of codimension k in T = U QP V;, and C(k)-simple. If dim S > 1, 
then S is the union of its subspaces of codimension 1, each of which has a 
C(k -I- 1).simple basis. If dim § = 1, let P be a one dimensional subspace. ‘Replace 
V by V’= V@P, T by T’= U@V’, and S by S’=S@(U@P). It is easy to 
see that S’- is of codimensian k in T’, C( k )-simple, and dim S ’ > 1, so the 
previous argum42nl may be repeated to complete the proof. 
Let U and V be of dimension Z, I > 0. Clearly, every subspace of U QP V is 
I-simple, and it is easy to see that there are one dimensional subspaces which are 
not (1 - l)-simple. Let r = min{cod S 1 S C U @ V, a(S) = Z). ‘I’h, any subspace of
U @ V of codimension < t is (Z - l)-simple. Since t does np,tl: depend on the 
particular choice of U and V, only their common dimension, we may define: 
Debition. P = N(Z). 
Theorem 5. Let C(k) = 1. Then N(Z + 1) > k 2 N(Z). 
Proof. Let S be of codimension k in U @ V, and suppose a(S) = 1. Pick a basis of S 
consisting of Z-simple lements. Let x = w1 8 a~, -k u2 @ t12 + l .s + ut QP 01 be a basis 
element which requires Z simple summands. Rlt U’ = {ul, u2,. . . , ul}, the space 
generated by the wi’s, V’= {vl, 02,. . . , q}. U’ an 4 V’ are each Z dimensional, since 
otherwise r would require fewer than Z simple s~~mmands. S’ = S n (U”@ V’) is of 
codimension at most k in U’ @ V’. If k < N(Z, ,, then S ’ is (I - 1) simple, so x may ~ 
be written as a sum of (I - l)-simple elements, lrill belonging to S. Since this cannot 
occur for all basis elements X, k a N(Z). 
Now let U and V be of dimension Z+ 1. There exists a subspace of U@ V of 
codimension N(Z + 1) which is (I + Qsimple, but not Z-simple, so C(N(Z + 1 
Z + 1. Since C(k) is a monotone function of k, the assumption k * N(Z + 1) lea 
a contradiction; hence k < N(Z + 1). 
We now want to investigate N(Z). To this end, we will consider T = U @ V 
U Z dimensional and V = U*, the dual space of U, and make the natu 
identification of T with End U. 
6. x E U QD U* is (I - l)-sirrzple ifan& onZ9 if2 cd) 
is sirrguzCW. 
f x is (Z - I~simplii:, x = 
in U in the common ull space of ol, 02,. . , ut+ 
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Next, let x be singular; i.e.: x(u) = 0 for some u # 0 in U. x is I-simple, so write 
x = U&JVl=+ u&212+ l l l + uI @ ~1. If ui (u) = 0 Vi, then vi belong to a proper 
subspace of U*; hence x may be displayed as a sum of at most I - 1 simple terms. If 
for some i, vi (u) # 0, then 0 = X(U) = x ujvj (u). ui is then a linear combination of 
remaining u’s, so again x may be displayed as a sum of at most I - 1 simple terms, 
alid the proof of the lemma is complete. 
Now let S be a subspace of End U for which a(S) = 1. This is equivalent o saying 
that S does not contain a basis consisting of singular elements. Let Al, Al, . . . , A, 
be a basis of S. Then the set of n-tuples A = (Al,&, . . . , A,) for which 
det(AIAl + &A2 + l l l + &,A,) = 0 does not contain a basis of F”. So there are 
constants cyl, cy2, . . ..cx~ such that det(A,A1+A2A2+*~~+A,,A,)=0 + Eathi= 
0. Replacing the A’s by another basis, we can achieve det(AIA1 + A2A2 + a . l + 
A,,A,) = 0 + A, = 0. Hence A, is non-singular, and B1 = AlA;‘, B2 = 
A2A ;l,. . . , Bnml = An-IA ;I, B, = A,,A ,’ = I are also a basis for a subspace of 
dimension r”f -which is not (1 - Qsimpie. We have det (I- 
(AlBt + AxB2 + l 9 l + An-IB,-r)) # 0 V(A,, AZ, l l - , A,+). The last means that A,B1+ 
AzBz + l l l + A,-lB,-l never has an eigenvalue + 1, which is the same as saying it 
never has an eigenvalue # 0 lying in the ground field F. Alternatively, we may say 
that no endomorphism AtBl + A2B2 + 9 l l + A,-lB,-l has a non trivial fixed point 
in U. 
efinition. A linear sub-manifold of End U is called fixed point free (F.P.F.) if none 
of its members have a non-trivial fixed point. If U is I-dimensional, the largest of 
the dimensions of F.1j.F. submanifolds of End U is denote 
Note that if S’ is ‘I F.P.F. submanifold of End U, then the linear manifold S 
spanned by S’ and I does not have a singular basis. By virtue of the discussion 
above, we have then: 
eorem 7. N(I) = i2 - t(f)- 1. 
Note as well that if F is algebraically closed that a F.P.F. submanifold S of End U 
must consist entirely of nilpotent endomorphisms. It is known then [l] that 
dim S s 1 Z(Z - l), and indeed all F.P.F. submanifolds S of dimension 4 I(1 - 1) are 
obtained by taking the collection of endomorphisms which are lower triangular 
matrices with respect o some fixed choice of basis for U. (Lower triangular means 
matrix is 0 on and above the main diagonal.) 
By an adaptation of the argument in [l], we obtain the same estimate for the 
dimension of F.P,F. manifolds for some other than algebraically closed ground 
fields (for all infinite fields i e that F.P.F. submanifolds 
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No matter what the field F, the properties of the family of lower t~an~~ular 
matrices enable us to assert hat E (1) a 4 Z(i - 1). We do not have any examples for 
which L(1) > $2(1- 
From now on we shall suppose that a basis of U has been chotlen, so that 
is identiffed with M(I, F), the full matrix ring of I x II matrices olver I;“, Let 
FRF. submanifold ofM(Z, F). If A is any non singular matrix, then A -%A is also 
F.P.F. Let A1,A2,. _. , A, be a basis for S. Then any element in S is of form 
AtAr+AzAz+a*~ +,\,A,,, so the general element S(A) of S may be viewed as a 
matrix whose entries are linear forms on F”. We write the (iJ) entry of S(A) 
Sj(Al, A*, l l l 9 A,,) = Sq(h)i If for some choiithe of h in F” all the entries above the 
main diagonal are 0, then the entries on the main diagonal, since they are 
eigenvalues, must be 0 also. Hence Sii (A) is a linear combination ofthe forms SU (A) 
with i < j. Analogously, any diagonal entry is a linear combination ofthe remaining 
’ forms on the same row. 
Lemma 8. N(I + 1) > N(I). 
Proof. Consider a F.B.F. submanifold S of M(1+ I, F,Y with general element S(A) 
having entries S,(h), 1 G i, j s 2 + 1. The submanifold S’ of S in which the entries in 
the (I + 1)st row and column are all 6) has dimension at least dim S - 2i. (If the 
non-diagonal e ements on (l + 1)st rolw vanish, so does the diagoqal entry.) By 
discarding the last row and column, S’ may be viewed as a F.P.F. submanifold of 
M(I, F). Thus L(C + 1) - 21 s L(I), and since N(I) = l2 - L(I) - 1, the desired result 
foliows. 
Coronary 9. C(k) = max{Z 1 N(1) S k}. 
Proof. This follows immediately from the l& lemma and Theorem 5. 
Theorem 10. If card F a 2!+ 1, t&en 
Pramf. Let S be a F.P.F. Gubmanifold of M’(Z, F) of dimension . ILet the 
element S(A) of s have (i, j) entry SiJ (A). We choose that conjugate A -’ 
with the property that the linear space spanned by the forms above 
diagonal in A”S(A)A has maximal dimension. W.l.o,g., we 
conjugate isS itself. We w3 show that every entry of S(A) is a 
of the above diagonal entries, so PI s 4 Z(t. - 1). 
By our earlier emarks, we have only to concern ourselves wi 
the main diagonal. Suppose we are look’ ag at Sp (A), q > p, a 
), i > j, with i - j l = are in the span of 
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Consider T(A) = A-??@)A, where Aii = &j - x&&~. x tiu[ be selected in a 
moment. One finds readily that: 
T;,(A) = Sij(A) ftx i# p, j# q, 
T,6A)=Siq(h)-&(A) for ifp, 
Tpj(A)=SPj(A)fXSM(A) for j#q, 
TM(A)- s,(A)+xS,(A)-xS,(A)-x2Sw(A). 
ldotice that T, (A) = SW (A) + x& (A) - XT, (A). 
Let W be the linear space spanned by the above diagonal entries in s’(A). Let W’ 
be the linear space spanned by the above diagonal entries in T(A). The assumption 
above on q - p guarantees that W’C W; Since the diagonal entries of T(A) all 
belong to W’, W’ is generated by: 
0 ii Kj(A)=Sij(A), i<j, i#p, jfq, 
.e. 
( ) 111 &(A)= S&j-x&,(A), i#p, i <q, 
( 1 iv TPi(A)=SPj(A)+XS~(A), jfq, p<j, 
0 V T,(A)+xT,(A)=S,(A)+xS,(A). 
Pick any basis for W; with respect o this basis look at the matrix of coefficients 
of all the forms in classes (ii), (iii), (iv), and (v) above. This will be a square matrix 
whose determinant is c” polynomial in x of degree at most 21- 1. It cannot vanish 
for 21 non zero elemen :s of F without vanishing identically. Since it does not vanish 
for x = 0, there is a ncn zero choice of x, say x = x’, for which it is non singular 
which says that W’= W for this choice of x. 
It follows that TPP (A) f W for this choice of x. But Tpp (A) = Sm (A)+ x’&(A). 
Since &(A) E W, and t ’ # 0, ‘we conclude SW (A) E W. 
It follows that n G 4 1(1- 1), and since the lower triangular matrices furnish a 
F.P.F. manifold, L(I) = 1 f(l - 1) and N(1) = a(1 + 2)(1- 1). 
Corollary 11. If F is infinite, C(k) = [v2k + 3 - $1. 
Proof. We know C(k) = max{l 1 N(J) G k}, i.e., C(k) = max{! 1 f(1 + 2)(1- 1) G k}. 
But’ max{rI$(1+2)(1-l)<k} = max{Z 1 (I -I- 2)(1- 1) < k + 0 and t(r + 2)(1- 1) 
< k + 2 is equivalent to I < d2k + 3 - 4. 
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